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KIVONAT 

A félvezetőgyártásban alkalaasott HOS technológiában való felhasz
nálás céljából terveltünk és építettünk egy мах. 150 keV energiájú, kisaé-
retü, as ipari gyártástechnológiának és biztonsági előírásoknak Megfelelő 
iMplantálÓ berendelést. Elsősorban B, P és As iMplantálhatÓ, de II - 76-os 
toMsgstáaig «ás eleswk is felhasználhatók. As előirt мах. teljesitMény-
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1 uCb/cm perc volt, est a berendezés egy 100 x 105 м felületen +1,3 %-os 
inhomogenitás Mellett teljesíti. 

ABSTRACT 

An ion-i«planter has been developed and built for the HOS *ем1-
corductor technology. The coMpact-dealgned Machine of 150 keV MSXIMUM 
energy fulfils all technological and safety requirement« of the Industry. 
In addition to B, p and As other elements up to Mass-number 76 can also 

2 2 
be iMplanted. The M X Í M U M dose is 1 рСЬ/см Min which covers 100 x 105 мм 
area with a slight inhoMogeneity + 1,3 s. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Описан малогабаритны« ионный ускоритель для иэготовлеиия ИОП 
структур. Максимальная анергия ионе« 150 к ю , В основном можно легиро
вать В, Р, и As, но по необходимости можно также и другие »лемеиты а 

2 
плоть до массы 76, Иаксимальная доза I уСЬ/см мин и« поверхность 2 100x105 мм при неоднородности • 1,3 I. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OH THE PROJECT 

It was in 1972 when ion implantation was introduced in our insti
tute that we first thought of utilising our experiences gained in the field 
of designing and operating particle accelerators for the building of a low-
voltage ion-implanter with a not too high beam current which stay be suited 
for industrial purposes as well. 

The task was specified in detail as follows: 

1/ Maximum energy must be about ISO keV for singly charged ions. 
2/ Doses implanted in a wafer correspond to those required by MOS 2 technology, maximum dose rate 1 pCb/cm min. 
3/ The target chamber of the implanter be at ground potential to 

meet safety requirements. To the same end the X-ray level pro
duced by the instrument should be kept as low as possible. 

4/ From the point of view of semiconductor technology: 
- it is sufficient if the instrument is suitable for implant" 

ing В, Р and As, 
- high uniformity of the implant is required, i.e. a nearly 

identical amount of implanted material at different points 
of the Si-wafer, maximum allowed inhomogeneity cca. 1-2 per 
cent, 

- good reproducibility, i.e. wafers implanted at different 
times, maybe with different energies but with Identical 
doses should contain the same amount of dopands within a 
margin of 1-2 per cent, 

- a vacuum system free of hydrocarbons and of oil vapour. 

5/ In view of possible application in industry, throughput should 
only be limited by implantation time itself, not by other pro
cesses such as pumping time of the target chamber etc. 

The requirements outlined above have largely determined the const
ruction of the instrument. The remaining issues, such as the value of 
accelerating voltage, were decided on the basis of practicability. A neutron 



generator with 120 kV accelerating voltage had been built at our institute 
previously [l] ami its reliable voltage source seemed suitable to be adopt
ed for our ion-implanter as well. This power supply can be loaded with a 
few nv\ at 120 kV, and it a)so has a separated 220/220 V 1,5 kVA isolating 
transformer which makes it a lot simpler to provide power for the instru
ments taking place on the accelerating potential. (Ion source, analyzing 
magnet). 

When starting to design the equipment we had not at our institute 
such type of ion source that would have been suitable for producing ions 
of the elements required by the task. However, л Danfysik 911 type ion 
source, then under acquisition for other purposes, seemed to meet our 
specifications as well. True that the emittance diagram of the source was 
not known to us but we had hoped to get a reasonable theoretical estimate 
of the emittance and that using this estimate we could make the ion-optical 
design. Even so, using the Danfysik source seemed a great deal cheaper, 
quicker and simpler than to develop an ion source of our own. That in itself 
would have taken as much time as the rest af the whole project. 

In summary: having clarified our aims we designed an apparatus 
resembling the accelerators used in nuclear physics, and operating at 
120 kV d.c. accelerating voltage, with a hollow-cathode type ion source. 
Production of the beam of isotopic purity, i.e. mass separation takes 
place at high voltage, but the target chamber is at ground potential. 

I!, ION-OPTICS 

The ion-optical design of our equipment was carried out using 
the well-known matrix method (see e.g. Ref. \j]>- Since the method works 
with first-order approximations, it does not give information about lense 
aberrations in its simple form. However, in our case this is not Important 
because - as we are going to see later - the uniformity of the implant 
barely depends on the beam shape, i.e. on lense aberrations, provided the 
scan pattern is properly chosen. On the other hand, the method will readily 
give the values of the radius and cone angle of the ion beam at any point 
of the beam path, and these are the most important parameters from the 
practical point of view. The following relationship holds for the beam 
radii and cone angles of the beam at the starting point (ion source) and 
at the wafer to be implanted, resp. 
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In the matrix product evaluation of the beam trajectory parameters 
with subscript О refer to the ion source, and those that follow belong to 
the further optical elements. 

As mentioned in the introduction, at the outset we did not actually 
possess the ion source so for its emittance characteristics we had estimates 
only. Prom geometrical and other data [з] we obtained the emittance diagram 

shown in Fig. 1 for an extracting r'lmrodl 
voltage of 30 kV. It must be mention
ed, though, that later, when we were 
able to make measurements on the Ion 
source, it turned out that the esti
mated values are only valid up to 
about a third of the maximum current 
[4]. At higher currents the emit
tance increases and so does the size 

-0.15 0.15 rlmml of the beam hitting the target. For 
the sake of uniformity the larger 
beam has tc be swept over a larger 
distance so that the area uniformly 
implanted will rerain unchanged. 
This means a poorer utilized/total 

•'5 surface ratio which, however, at a 
fixed level of dose can be offset 
by a reduction in implantation time 
facilitated by the increase of cur
rent. Experience has shown that in 

spite of this deviation the ion-optical system works well and the necessary 
beam size at the target and the uniformity can be provided. 

A survey of the elements of the ion-optical system is given below 
along with the considerations that played a role at the design and const
ruction . 

Fig.1 

II.1. THE ANALYZING MAGNET 

Though the analyzing magnet is not the unit immediately following 
the ion source we dealt with its design first because its properties have 
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to be taken Into account when constructing the matching lense or lense-
system which is between the magnet and the ion source. First of all we 
decided to use a single focussing magnet. This, at least in one plane, 
has shorter focal distances than a double focussing one. It is true that 

in the other plane where the magnet is not 
focussing, the beam size will become 
uncomfortably large. To counteract this 
effect we made the pre-focussing system 
of two lenses, as it will be described 
later. 

Fig 2 

The schematic layout of our single 
focussing magnet is given in Pig. 2. Compar
ed to other arrangements the one chosen 
seemed to be more efficient and easier-to-
build. The data of the magnet are given in 
Table I. 

TABLE I 

1 Induction in iron (V • /m 2) 0,98 
Required excitation (Ampere turn) 12,500 
Weight of iron (kp) 277 
Copper weight (kp) :9 (И 4x1,7) 
Driving voltage (V) 31,4 
Current (A) 19,5 
Lots (W) 615 
Deflection radiua (mm) 450 
Air gap (mm) 30 

The current-Induction relationship of the magnet, and the stabi
lity of the magnetic field were checked by nuclear magnetic resonance (NNR) 
measurements. The stability over a span of a few hours was found to be 
ID" 4. 

11.2 PRE-FOCUSSING LENSES 

Knowing the emittance of the ion source, the determination of the 
characteristics of the magnet already enabled us to design the pre-focus
sing lensG system. It consists of two lenses: a three-electrode unipoten-
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tlal lense which has cylindrical electrodes and another lense of basically 
the- same nature which has, however, a flat shape and Is focussing in one 
plane only. The unipotential 1епзе is shown in Fig. 3 with all details 
included. The dimensions and the schematic layout of the "flat" lense 
are shown In Fig. 4. 

Fig.3 
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Fig.i. 

In the choice of the type of the prefocussing lense we were once 
again led by practical considerations. Namely, we could have used a 
quadrupole iense doublet as well; this can have unequal focussing in the 
x and у planes and so could produce the rime effect that our lense-system 
does. However, we had already used the solution chosen here in other 
apparatuses [S] and we had a computer program for tha calculation of the 
focussing properties at our disposal. 

The total image formation given by the system of the ion source, 
the pre-focussing lense-system and the analyzing magnet was chosen in 
such a wa-' as to always give roughly the same input object size for accelerat
ing tube independently of the applied accelerating voltage. This was 
achieved by applying the extraction voltage by interconnecting a voltage 
divider chain to supply the pre-focussing lenses. So, if for some reason 
we have to change the extraction voltage, the voltage applied to the pre-
focussing lenses will be automatically altered in such a way that the size 
of the beam entering the accelerating tube will remain approximately the 
same (Fig. 5 ) . 
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Fig 5 

11.3 THE ACCELERATING TUBE 

Jist as with any other part of the system, at the construction 
of the accelerating tube we aimed at the simplest solution as possible. 
This can be exemplified, among others, by the fact that the two main 
units of the equipment, the high voltage terminal containing the ion 
source, and the complex of the scanning unit and the target chamber, are 
mechanically linked by the accelerating tube only. The insulating material 
used at the construction of both the accelerating tube and the prefocue-
sing lenses is boron silicate glass, here in the form of a simple cylinder 
cemented together from ground rings. The technology used for both the 
fabrication and cementing together the rings was developed earlier [5j 
for the building of other accelerators. 

The accelerating -_nse has a very simple design: it is an immer--
»ion lense, made up of two cylinders with identical diameters. The focus
sing properties of this are well known (e.g. [7]); its practical difficul
ties we had encountered earlier [8]. As we wanted the overall length of 
the instrument to be as short as possible, this lense seemed a good choice 
also because it focusses relatively strongly. 

Thanks to this feature the beam, which at the analyzing slit, 
is still pretty diverging, will get adequately focussed at the target or, 
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rather, at the scanning plates 
that is placed immediately behind 
the c.ccelerating lense. 

No further ion-opticäl 
fitting was employed between the 
analyzing magnet and the accelerat
ing lense. Consequently, at varying 
accelerating voltage the size of 
the beam at the target will vary. 
As we noted when discussing the 
pre-focussing lense, the size of 
the bean entering the'accelerating 
tube will always be the same, in
dependently of both the extrac
tion voltage and the accelerating 
voltage. This lack of fitting, 
however, does not imply serious 
consequences as can be seen from 
Fig. 6 where the variation of the 
x and у directions are shown as a 

function of the accelerating voltage. These sizes are such that the neces
sary degree of uniformity is always granted. 

t 

20 40 60 80 Ю0 120 Uaccell̂ l 

Fig б 

II.4 THE DEFLECTING PLATES 

The deflecting plates serve t double purpose. On the one hand, 
by applying a triangle pulse they assure the coverage of the entire target 
surface and, on the other hand, they help in excluding the still energetic 
but neutralized particles from the process of Implantation. Namely, if 
such particles are left in the beam they invalidate the measurement of 
the dose since, because of their Kinetic energy, they participate in the 
implantation but, because ot the lack of charge they do not contribute to 
the measured dose. We solved this problem by a small bending (at an angle 
of 7°) of the plates deflecting in the x direction. Of course, besides 
the triangular voltage also a d.c. voltage was applied to this pair of 
plates. 

Fig. 7 summarizes the total of ion-optical effects showing the 
beam paths in the instruments as well as the emittancles at certain im
portant points. 



Fig 7 

III. VACUUM SYSTEMS 

We had juet a few rtata to »tart with for the design of the vacuum 
Systeme. Earlier experience» gained at tiie use of an instrument equipped 
with oil diffusion pumps and liquid nitrogen traps [9] , had shown that in 
*he case of oil diffusion pumps a thin hydrocarbon layer is frequently 
produced on the surface of the samples in spite of freezing out. The 
removal of this layer is very troublesome indeed and it results in break
ing quite a few specimens. The only advantage that the diffusion pumps 
seemed to offer was a lower investment cost. However, =» little calculation 
shows »ihat even using as little as lo kp of liquid nitrogen a day over 
a span of 200 dayc, without including the cost of transport, to about 
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ÍO to 20 per cent of the price of a 200-250 lsec turbomolecular pump. 

Hence it seemed natural to accept the higher initial cost of 
using turbo-molecular pumps in the hope that the surplus investment will 
be returned in the course of operating the system. 

We have already mentioned that the only mechanical link between 
the two main units of the system is the accelerator tube. This link has, 
of course, to be a part of the vacuum system as well. Similarly, the 
other ion-optical units also belong to the vacuum system. Accordingly, 
fitting of the joining flanges had to satisfy the requirements imposed 
by ion optics such as accurate alignment and fine fit. 

For ;his purpose, at each flange accurately joining surfaces 
were formed. The flanges were of two types: travelling or fixed. Both 
are shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig 8 

To calculate the necessary pump performance, we had to take into 
account the gas consumption and vapour emission by the ion source, as 
well as the .ion-negligible vapour and gas emission by the walls of the 
vacuum system. Using data taken from the literature we reckoned that.to 
keep a 3 x 10 Torr operational pressure a pumping speed of 500 1/sec 
is needed. This was provided by two TVP 1000 turbomolecular pumps manu
factured by Pfeiffer. Their joint pumping spe^d ia 540 1/sec. As we had 
learned from experience that the ion beam enhances gas emission from the 
bombarded surfaces, so to keep a good vacuum In the targ-t chamber around 
the wafer we joined an additional TVP 250 turbo-molecular pump to the 
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target chamber. The scheme of the whole system is shown in Fig. 4. The 
additional turbo-molecular pump is also used to produce a pre-vacuum of 
lO Torr in the target chamber; having already that pressure we connect 

¥fL 

Fig.9 

ILTERS 

KLYNOSORB _ _ 

? 
Fig.10 

it with the main vacuum system. With 
full loading of the chamber, altogether 
about ten minutes are needed to reduce 
the pressure from atmospheric to a few 
times lo" Torr. 

With turbomolecular pumps In 
use liquid nitrogen is not necessary. 
To completely remove the need for it 
we opted for connecting the system to 
the atmosphere that would not use liquid 
nitrogen, either. We had bad ^ood ex
periences [в] with a type of .eolith 
called klynoscrb; it is manufactured 
for dehydration of vapours and gases. 
We put the klynosorb into a mechanical 
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fitting of a very simple design (see Fig. 10); so we could solve the 
system with dry air without having to use liquid nitrogen. 

IV. SUPPLY VOLTAGES AND CONTROL 

From the point of view of control our implanter is extremely 
simple and easy to survey. Its scheme can be seen in Fig. 11. All the 
essential parameters can be controlled from, or checked at, the control 
desk. Iii what follows, the structure and functioning of the main units 
will be described one by one. 

VAC-SYSTEM 
CONTROL 

Et 

150kVr 

EXTR 
VOLTAGE L i I flVOLTAGfcJ—. 

220V 

220V 

120kV= 

120k V = 

220V 

I0NS0URCE 
CONTROL 

MASS
SEPARAT 

ACCEL 
VOLTAGE 

SCANNING 
BEAM 

CONTROL 

DOSE MEAS 
TARGET 
CONTROL 

Fig. 11 

IV.1 THE SUPPLY FOR THE ION SOURCE; MASS ANALYSIS 

At maximum accelerating and extracting voltages the ion source 
operates at 150 V.V potential. Accordingly, its supply voltage has to be 
provided separately. Aa shown in Fig. 11, the voltage supply unite of 
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the ion source on the 150 kV potential are fed from a coil insulated 
to ISO kV d.c. voltage of an insulating transformer. Table II. summarizes 
the parameters of the instruments needed for the functioning of the ion 
source. 

TABLE II. 

Cathode heating 

Anode potential 

Source magnet 

Voltage (V) Current (A) P (W) max . 

Cathode heating 

Anode potential 

Source magnet 

0 - 1 0 

0 - 250 

0 - 5 

0 - 4 0 

0 - 4 

0 - 4 0 

180 

230 

115 

Besides the parts listed above a thermo-couple vacuum gauge is 
also joined to the elevated potential units. It serves to check the 
pressure in the ion source. 

Another unit being also at the elevated voltage is the pressure 
bulb containing the gas necessary for feeding the ion source. The gas 
passes throuch a motor-driven needle valve into the discharge-chamber 
of the ion source. The above-mentioned insulating transformer has another 
secondary coil too which is insulated to 120 kV d.c. voltage, and serves 
as supply for the extracting voltage of the ion source. That also supplies 
the power unit of the analyzing magnet with a.c. The extracting voltage 
can be continuously varied between 0 - 3 0 4V, »-he loadibility of its supply 
unit is 1 mA, its stability at any voltage in the indicated range is 10~ . 
The supply unit of the analyzing magnet is functioning in the 0.5-22 A 

-4 range, its maximum is lOOO W. The stability of the magnet current is 10 
To achieve this we apply two stabilizing units, a slow and a fast one. The 
block scheme of the stabilizers is shown in Fig. 12. The total current 
range is divided into nine manually operated intervals. The overlap between 
neighbouring intervals is 50 per cent. Finetuning of the current within 
an interval is done with a helipot. The slow motor-powered stabilizer 
works in such a way that it returns to zero when switched off and after 
switching on again it automatically seeks out the previous current. 
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IV. 2 THE ACCELERATING VOLTAGE 

As we have already mentioned in the introduction, the power 
supply for the accelerating voltage was chosen on the basis of practica
bility; namely, we had already had a high-voltage power supply developed 
by us for neutron generators produced in a small series. The high voltage 
unit is manufactured by the Medicor Works. 

Se Rgb 60b 
- W — - - W 

0-380V 
ISOLATION 
120kV = 

220V 

Ftg 13 
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Its circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 13. We have not yet made 
use of the 220/220 V supply transformer insulated for 120 kV which is 
at our disposal in the power supply unit, because we had to use a separate 
insulating transformer to supply with power the ion source equipments 
which are at an elevated potential. In the course of further development 
the power from this source can still he utilized. The unit provides a 
reasonably well filtered d.c. voltage: at 1 mA loading the ripple voltage 
is 2lO V, and the potential drop produced by loading is of the same order 
of magnitude, so neither of them is disturbing. 

We have also looked into th° question if a stabilization of the 
accelerator voltage is necessary for focussing the ion beam. Evaluation 
showed that a fluctuation of a few percents in the accelerator voltage 
had not an essential effect on the size of the ion beam and so on the 
most important parameter of the implanter: the implant uniformity. So 
we did not seek to stabilize the accelerator voltage. Actually, altering 
the accelerating voltage can be effected by remote control with the push
buttons of the control desk or. rather, by the motor-driven variac trans
former. High voltage can be switched on only if the regulating transformer 
is at zero setting and if all the doors opening into the room of 
the machine are shut so that the protection switches are functioning. 

V, THE TARGET CHAMBER 

Under the heading "target chamber" will be discussed, of course, 
the construction of the target chamber, but first of all, the factors 
affecting the implant uniformity and the accuracy of the dose measurement. 
As already referred to in the introduction, we had to achieve 98-99 per 
cent uniformity, i.e. ••he discrepancy between the doses at any two points 
of the area implanted must not exceed 1 to 2 per cents. This requirement 

2 held for an area of 100 x 100 mm . 

To ensure uniformity the ion beam has to be swept. In principle 
there is more than one way of achieving this: the beam is fixed and the 
wafers are moved mechanically) the beam is moving in one direction and 
the wafers are being moved in the other, or the position of the sample 
is fixed and the ion beam is ewept - electrically or magnetically -
over the surface of the samples. We opted for the last solution because, 
considering all the circumstances and previous experience, this seemed 
to be the most feasible. 

When sweeping the beam electrostatically, the main requirement 
is that the sweeping voltage be a linear function of time; the in-
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homogeneity on the surface of the wafer is proportional to the departure 
from linearity. Under the geometrical conditions prevalent in our instru
ment, this meant that linearity had to be fulfilled within 1 per cent 
both In the x direction (in the horizontal pláne) where V _ _ k =+5.6 kV, 
and in the у direction (in the vertical plane) where V _ „ k = + 7.5 kv. 
This was accomplished according to the block scheme shown in Fig. 14. The 
end stage of the amplifier which plays a very essential part in achieving 
linearity, may be particularly noteworthy. Its circuit diagram is given 
--r.im^lv in F1i. 15. 
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V.l THE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE BEAM AND THE UNIFORMITY OF THE DOSE 

Electrostatic deflection of ion beams is very widely applied, 
so it should be regarded surprising that no comprehensive, easy-to-survey 
description of the relationship fai_ween the beam-sweeping parameters 
and dose on the one hand, and uniformity on the other, can be found in 
the literature. Hence we thought worthwhile to give in detail the calcula
tion which follows below, and the establishment of the relationship 
among the various parameters. 

Let us consider how uniformity depends on the different para
meters provided that the deflection voltage is a linear function of time. 
The current distribution of the beam is supposed to be Gaussian, the 
general form of which is well-known: 

1 x' 
(P (x) = —-±— • exp(- ̂-r? ) 

o/Tn 2o* 
For an axially sy.nmetrical ion beam it 1ь reasonable i.o assume 

that the maximum is at the renter of the beam. Normalizing to this the 
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current distribution 

i . ехр(-ттх ) 

Defining the edge of the beam as the point where i » 0.01 i , 
the distribution expressed in terms of the new parameters 

i = 1 exp(- 4,5996 r*) . 

All the following considerations apply for a beam with the 
above distribution. 

The dose produced by such a beam at a given point obviously 
depends on how many times the beam passed over the point, and on these 
occasions which section of the beam gave the implanting ions. Hence, 
the dose 

D = i x + i 2 + + *.-1 + *. 

This is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 16. The ratio of 
uniformity of the dose will be characterized by the difference between 
the results of the above summation for any two chosen points after the 
implantation. 

Apart from the completely irreal possibility that only a few 
sweepings were made, at a sufficiently high number of sweeping obviously 
it is the distance between subsequent scans (distance A-B in Fig. 16) 

0 

'0 '1 '2 'Э 

Fig 1b 
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that determines which sections of the beam contribute to the sum giving 
the dose. Consequently, the dose, and hence uniformity, will depend on 
how far the next scan is, i.e. on the distance A-B. Let us call this 
step-leng'h and denote by \ ' . 

J ' = A - В . 

Applying the same step length will lead to different doses and 
degrees of uniformity when using beams of different sizes. In order to 
get a general picture it is convenient to express this step length in 
units of beam radius < . diameter). Table III gives the values of dose 
and inhomogénéity for a few step length. In order to briefly explain 
it: PS it can be seen from Fig. 16, the dose belonging to point A: 

DA = 4 + 4i + Чп + 4v + 4 ••• 

obviously, i T T T = i • For reasons of symmetry, the dose for 
point В will be the same. The dose for point С 

D c - 2 iII + 2 iIII • 

The inhomogeneity (E) will be defined as 

D-D 
E* - ± ьтяг • i 0 ° • 

А с 

At certain values of the stap xength it may happen that the 
largest difference within the A-B length is not between points A/ or B/ 
and C, but rather between A and D. In such cases this difference was 
given. The average dose is understood to be 

D,+D 
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TABLE III.-

Average dose Inhomogénéity E 
Step length (r) (in unit* of i ) 

0 
(X) 

0.02 41.227 0.0116 
0.04 70.616 0.022 
0.06 13.743 0.034 
0.08 10.310 0.040 
0.10 8.249 0.047 
0.15 5.498 0.077 
0.20 4.126 0.080 
0.25 3.302 0.090 
0.30 2.747 0.094 
0.40 2.069 0.098 
o.s 1.638 0.310 
0.6 1.282 6.90 
0.7 1.17* 3.10 
0.8 1.001 4.70 
0.9 0.906 13.00 

So we see the relationship between beam diameter, step length 
dose and inhomogeneity. Let us now investigate how the step length 
determined by the allowed value of inhomogeneity is obtained, fixing 
L , L sweeping amplitudes and the beam size. x У 

V.2 THE RATIO OF THE DEFLECTION FREQUENCIES AND THE UNIFORMITY 

For horizontal deflection, let us choose frequency f, and such 
an amplitude that the distance covered by the center of the beam is L . 
(One ai of our investigation will be to determine what portion of L 
can be taken as uniformly implanted.) 

The frequency of the vertical deflection be f, and the amplitude 
of the voltage such that the center will move over a distance L • For 
the sake of simplicity, let us impose a few restrictions: let us have 

f, > f, and f f - K •» + C 
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where N, M iind С are integers. For rational numbers this is simple 
M 

enouqh. In the simplest case -£ = 1 and then the scan pattern for a 
half-period of the horizontal motion is given in Fig. 17. 

Fig 17 

io within a distance L we are going to find -r full periods 
of wavelength >- of the vertical motion possessing a frequency f-, 

and this pattern will be repeated 

22 2 0 I I 16 I* 12 Ю » 6 * 2 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

1 3 5 7 * It U 15 17 19 21 23 U 20 IS 16 К 12 10 « 6 * 2 

Fig 18 

in every half period of the f. 
oscillation. The first problem can 
be immediately seen: what should be 
taken as the step length determining 
uniformity, for obviously the A-s 
belonging to lines A and В will be 
rather different. Of course, this 
will make a difference in the uni
formity as well. As we shall see when 
discussing Fig. 18, in cases like thi;; 
the results for dose and uniformity 
will belong to a sweeping with X'=X_, 
i.e. the largest possible value should 
be taken as step length. The larger 
the frequency, the better the uni
formity, so it will do good to take 
large N. 

This solution has its 
technical restrictions: producing a 
a highly linear deflecting voltaqe 
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with a few kv peak voltage and a few kHz frequency is both difficult and 
cc?tly. 

If the ratio of frequencies is not an integer, the same uniformity 
can be achieved with a lower frequency as well. To put it better: after a 
certain number of half-periods of the horizontal deflection a pattern is 
produced in which the step length is the same as that we would get for a 
frequency ratio qiven by an integer even though we are using a lower, 
non-integer frequency ratio. The same pattern emerges again after the 
corresponding number of half-periods. 

Fig. lb shows the one A,th part of the "pattern" belonging to 
11 the frequency ratio f2'*i = 2 y* # i.e. the path followed by the centre of 

the beam during an f_ period. The numbers given at the bottom indicate the 
serial number of the half-period in which the corresponding path is produc
ed. This pattern will appear again only after 23 half-periods of the oscil
lation with frequency f., so the uniformity belonging to the step length 
determined by it will be achieved again only after 23 half-periods of f.. 
The repeat time is easy to calculate. At the beginning of the implantation 
the deflecting voltage 

V (tj = o) = о . 

The question is, when is the same situtatlon produced again, 
because from there - the same initial condition being satisfied we obtain 
the same path again. From Fig. 17 we can see that 

t x = Kt2 = t 2 N • t 2 S . 

nbbiously the same holds for the haIf-period as well 

* ! « •• N + * 2 M T * 4 1 + T • С • 
Ы 

Consequently, in the course of a half-period we see a certain number * M of full periods, and a certain number •= of half-waves. Let the ion beam 
pass through С half-periods of the oscillation with f.. The time required 
for this is С -р, and from the above relationship 

« 1 _ ^ CN . M 2 
c T * 4 T * M T • 

However, according to the definition of the frequency ratio C, N and M 
are integers. If M is even, clearly 
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fCN . M, _ C t l 
(~T * 1> fc2 ~ ~ 

i.f. the first factor on ti~e left-hand side will give the number of full 
c t l 

waves in a time-span of —*— . Hence, after a time Ct,/2 the initial condi
tions will be reproduced, we ar~ once again at the starting point of the 
wiivf» with wavelength > ? , so thereafter the pattern produced up to then 
will lie produced again. The same i.i true if M is odd. In this case CN/2 
full periods will be ass>ciated with ÍÍ—• full waves and one half-wave. 
pven though at the end of the half-wc.ve the beim will not start from the 
same point as at the beginning, but the effect will be the same as far 
-is the implanted dose and its distribution are concerned. 

Let us now return to Fig. 18. The step-length shown there can be 
obtained in two ways. In the first case 

ff = K l = N l 
while in the second M = 1 and 

f2 Nl 1 
7^ - K2 - "С" + С • 

That is, if some consideration led to a definite choice of one 
of the frequencies, in the second case the other will be less by a factor 
of C. 

Fig 19 
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At the calculation of the dose we do not have to consider in 
which order the elementary ion paths emerge because that does not affect 
the final re-ult. Actually, the picture formed after С half-periods can 
be regarded as the superposition of two patterns (Fig. 19). In the two 
patterns, the dose will be given by the sum of the doses at each point. 
Such a decomposition is useful also because if the relative errors 
belonging to the individual patterns are the same, the relative error, 
i.e. the degree of inhomogeneity, will be the same for their sum. 

V.3 THE CHOICE OF THE SWEEPING FREQUENCIES; THE MINIMUM IMPLANTATION TIME; 
THE USEFUL AREA 

The first, and most stringent, requirement to be fulfilled at 
designing is given by uniformity. Having completed the design of ion optics, 
as described in Section II, we already know the beam sizes in the instru
ment. From the value of the tolerated inhomogeneity (given in t~s) we can 
determine, e.g. from Table III, the necessary step length X' in some units, 
e.g. millimeters. Let us first choose a frequency ratio which is integer, 
so»' » >2. 

With this we obtain the wave number from 

L K, N. x _ 1 _ 1 
тг2~ T ' T 

This is too high even if the frequency fj is low, as we have 
pointed out previously, so we choose instead of this a frequency ratio 
expressed by the sum of an integer and a fraction. Let the fractional 
part be 1/C, so 

K2 , Nl . 1 T * 1С + 2C 

(The acceptable values of С will be chosen according to the technological 
possibilities.) Hence, once one of the frequencies is chosen, the other 
will, be determined by it. 

For practical purposes it can be safely assumed that the dose 
produced during half a period is sufficiently uniform to take it - at 
least in certain cases - as the average. Let the dose for half a period 
be D and the permissible inhomogeneity of the implant E. Let us suppose 
that the implantation terminates in the course of the (z+l)th horizontal 
scan (Fig. 20). Then there will be parts of the surface where the dose is 
(z+l).n, and parts where it is zD. 
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Fig 20 

The inhomogénéity 

z+1 -Dz loo 
z + 1 

If this value does not exceed the 
permissible value of the inhomogeneity, 
we can tolerate it. In units of the 
dose produced during a naif-period 

E = + T ± - . — 1 + z 

Here z is the number of half-periods 
belonging to the permissible level E 
of inhomogeneity and is at the same 
time equal to the minimum implantation 
time 

1-Е 

For instance, i f we permit an i nhomogeneity of +_ 1% 

O.OI 
1-0.01 
~T 99 

Яо, after 99 half-periods of horizontal scanning, the inhomogénéit/ 
will not exceed l* even if for some reason the process of implantation ends 
in the middle of a half-period, so 

"min T 
t , can hr> determined from the known "alues of the beam current, the 
min 

surface aroa to be implanted, and the maximum dose. The dose for 1 sec, 
if 1 is the ion current and A is the area to be implanted: 

unit д 

from which the minimum implantation time 

As 

D 
mi n 

max 
'unit 
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2 12 2 
E.g. to produce the maximum dose 1 uCb/cm (б х 10 ion/cm ) with a current 

2 
of 20 MA to be swept over a surface lOO cm , 

D unit TOO 
20 _ л , uCb 0 , 2 ^ 

Dmax 1 , 
Snin " Б~"Г.. ' 571 " 5 , e c 

unit 

Demanding 99% surface uniformity, i.e. E » 0.01 

, , 2 tmin „ 1-Е 
• - — - - r 

2 
mln 

1 1-Е 

t x (5 sec, 1 ») - § ^ 5 A, o,l sec 

f. • r- • 10 Hz . 
1 cl 

In this manner we can determine the frequeney f.. For the frequency ratio 
К we have two relationships according to whether we wish an integer solu
tion or the sum of an integer and a fraction. For this latter the frequency 
f, is lower, but we have to wait for at least a time Ct./2 for the requir
ed level of uniformity to be achieved. But if 

c T < San 

then after passing over t_. we will certainly be within the required 
bounds. 

The area uniformly implanted can aleo be derived from Fig. 19. 
This is 

L H X - L x - ( d + 2*'> 

LHY - S ' * • 

Here we summarize the information pertaining to the uniformity of the 
implant: 
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^ = K = N + * 

Е„ = + 
DA" DC 

J* - D A + D C 

2L 
*2 = ПГ W 

>< = 2 r^] 

1 1-Е l 1-ь г i • = ~=r • „ sec nin 2 E '- J 

D unit A 
Cb 

max min Г) unit 

1-Е 
1 _ T W ^ 

Kf, 

For our implanter, in order to keep the inhomogeneity of the 
implant at the level caused by the nonlinearity of the deflecting voltages 

2313 for any expected ion beam size, we chose the value at f, = 25,К = u . 

V.4 MEASUREMENT 0Г THE DOSE - CHECKING THE BEAM SHAPE - PROGRAMMING 

We chose an electrode arrangement facilitating exclusion of effects 
owing to secondary electrons in order to be able to measure the actual num
ber of the implanted ions. Namely, we mounted the measuring electrodes -

2 the surface area of which is 1 + 9 cm - above strong permanent magnets, so 
the magnetic induction at the surface of the measuring electrodes is 800-1000 
gauss which is sufficiently strong to prevent the emission of eecondary 
electrons which would cause registration of spurlou3 values for the beam 
current . 
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As we have seen previously, the uniformity depends to a certain 
extent on the size of the ion beam, inasmuch as the area which can be 
considered uniformly implanted is a function of the beam size. For this 
reason it is essential to be able to monitor the size and shape of the 
beam in the process of implantation. To this end, we mounted pairs of 
tungsten wires on the border of the area to be implanted, both in the 
x and in the у direction, and connected them to the amplifier of an 
oscilloscope. When the ion beam passes over the tungsten wires, a signal 
proportional to the current distribution, and hence the shape, of the 
ion beam will be detected. So we can check at any moment the x and у 
cross sections, and so also the size, of the ion beam. 

The electronics determining the working program of the implanter 
was chosen so as to fit the mechanical construction of the chamber. In 
the chamber the wafers to be implanted are mounted on stainless steel 
frames which are moved along a rail by a magnet. A pulse will cause the 
magnet to step the frames one place further along the rail, and at the 
same time the first frame will slide, aided by another system of rails, 
to the place of implantation, where the beam hits the wafer. After complet
ing the implantation, the positioning pins are loosened by another 
magnet and the frames holding the implanted wafer are conveyed to the 
storage of the chamber. 

The programming unit consists of the following parts: a prog-
rammble counter for presetting the number of the frames to be implanted 
with a given dose and energy; a current-frequency converter coupled with 
a presettable scaler for the registration of the implanted dose. When 
arriving at the place of implantation, the frame switches on the scaler, 
i.e. dose recording is started automatically. After the preset dose has 
been implanted, a pulse from the scaler sets into operation the magnet 
which looses the positioning pins of the implanted frames thus enabling 
them to leave into the storage. Tne frames are then counted by the help 
of an assembly consisting of a Reed-relay and a permanent magnet. 

The program runs continuously until the implantation of the 
preset number of frames is completed. If necessary, the process can be 
interrupted at any time. In such a case the frame is conveyed from the 
place of implantation to the storage and the scaler stops to operate. 
Thus, the dose Implanted till the moment of interruption can easily be 
recorded. 
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VI. SUMMARY - MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

To illustrate the above. Figures 21/a and 21/b show the side 
•ind top views, respectively, and Fig. 22 a photo of the apparatus. In 
the latter figure, the control desk is seen in the foreground while the 
control desk of the "acuum system together with the corresponding control 
buttons and pilot lamps on the right hand side. This figure is, by the 
way, almost identical with Fig. 9 illustrating the desoription of the 
vacuum system. The only difference is that here the push buttons and 
J amps are already mounted next to the symbols of the corresponding 
devices operated or controlled by them. 

Above the r-ontrol panel of the vacuum system are located the 
set of push buttons for switching on and controlling the accelerating 
voltage as well as the control instruments. Next to these intstruments 
.ire the vacuummeters which measure the actual pressure in the target 
chamber and in the vicinity of the sweeping plates. The push buttons 
below the vacuummeters serve for controlling the ion source. The para
meters characterizing the operation of the ion source can be read off 
on the instruments which are located on a plexiglass plate at the side 
of the high-voltage terminal behind the control desk. We insulated 
these instruments from the electrode because most of them show the 
data of units at a potential increased by the extracting voltage. Thus, 
it may happen that the instruments in question are at a potential 30 kV 
higher than that of the higl. voltage terminal. Left to the high-voltage 
terminal the accelerator tube is seen, and the "T" piece containing the 
sweeping plates. Also are seen the cables through which the triangular 
sweeping voltage from the end stages is applied to the plate pairs. On 
the left side of the control desk are located the programmable scaler 
that counts the frames, the presettable scaler for dose measurement and 
the corresponding panel for measuring range commutation as well as the 
panel of the amplifier controlling the sweeping voltages. An instrument 
continuously indicating the actual current density at the wafer is also 
located here. 

The implanter was installed and tested at the end of 1974 and 
was put into routine operation at the beginning of 1975. Since that 
time, no remarkable problem has arisen. 

fieasurements for checking the dose and uniformity values were 
carried out by our colleagues engaged in semiconductor research. The 
results show that the accuracy of both uniformity and dose values is 
better than spread of the evaluating measurements. Within these limits 
the inhomogeneity can be taken to be + 1.3% which value also comprises 



Fig.21a 
1 - High voltage terminal, 2 - Accelerating tube, 3 - Turbo-pump, 4 - Valve, 5 - "T" vacuum 
connection with sweeping plates, 6 - Target chamber, ~i - Turbo-pump, 8 - Fore-vacuum-system 

9 - Opening mechanism for the target chamber, 10 - Electro-magnets, 11 - Insulators, 
12 - Plexiglass-shafts, 13 - Fore-vacuum system 
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Fig 21b 

1 - High voltage terminal, 2 - Accelerating tube, 3 - Turbo-pump, 4 - Valve, 5 - "T" vacuum 
connection with sweeping plates, 6 - Target chamber, 7 - Turbo-pump, 8 - Fore-vacuum-system, 

9 - Opening mechanism for the target chamber 
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Ни» initial spread of the silicon wafer. Apart from this spread no 
difference could be established between doses implanted under different 
conditions but to the same prescribed value. 

The X-ray level produced in the vicinity of the implanter also 
v.'ds treasured and was found to be 0.1-0.2 mR/hour at the control desk 
under operating current and voltage conditions. With maximum voltage and 
current values and with a vacuum deteriorated to 10 Torr we measured 
i dose of 0.3-0.4 mR/hour at the control dask. Even in this extreme case, 
•he dose is still by an order of magnitude below the tolerable level 
which means that it does not exceed 0.05 mR/hour near the irradiation 
chamber, either. 

The design and building of the implanter was carried out by 
the Team No.l of the KFKI's Ion Implantation Project. Members of the 
team are L. Királyhídi, P. Riedl and the author from the Department 
of Accelerators' Application of the Resoarch Institute for Particle 
and Nuclear Physics and B. Horváth and M. Szalók from the Technical 
Department of the Development Engineering Direction. In the name of 
the whole team, the author wishes to thank colleague P. Kostka for 
the valuable consultations as well as the responsible leaders of the 
project J. Erő and J. Gyulai for establishing the parameters that 
underlay the team я work and for ensuring the financial conditions. 

Thanks are due to our colleagues at the Technical Department, 
department for Instrumentation Techniques and Department for Accelerator's 
Applications for their contribution to the production and testing of 
the apparatus. 
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